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Establishing the JBAs in Berlins’ schools

For the efforts to reduce the number of school dropouts to be successful, it is essential that all
secondary schools know who their students can turn to for advice if their continuing their school
career at their current school is not a viable perspective to further qualify them.
Besides the internal structures of the JBA it is of great importance that the institution as a whole is
integrated into the pre-existing (school) structures so students and/or their parents can access
possible support service offered by the various support services.
The vocational schools with their various options for continuing the acquisition of new competences
play a key role here. To maximize the benefits for the students a new path of cooperation, an
ongoing work relationship between secondary and vocational schools was strived for. A core aspect
was the continual collaboration characterized by mutual trust between the persons and institutions
involved. It was determined that each secondary school would get a team for career and university
studies orientation (BSO-team). Each of these BSO-teams has three members: a senior member of
from a vocational school, a counsellor from the Federal Employment Agency and a staff member
from a secondary school. These three persons are granted a time frame allowing them to spend one
day per week during the school year together. On these days they are available for answering the
students’ questions as well as offering activities focussed on the question “what next after finishing
school?”. The experts in the BSO-teams offer individual counselling but are responsible for
implementing orientiation regarding career and university studies into the school programs of the
secondary schools.
During the course of the project „stay tuned“ it was observed that the BSO-teams have very different
approaches to their work and the effectivity on the individual and structural level is hardly

comparable. The networking unit of the JBS therefore decided to get in touch with all BSO-teams on
an annual basis during “forum days” to develop quality standards, to communicate these quality
standards and to develop standard work structures focussed on the teams’ goals.
Due to the large number of involved persons four „forum days“ took place in 2018/2019. Finding a
time slot during the school year turned out to be a challenge as the vacation periods as well as the
exam periods and training periods were not suitable.
From the example described above we have learned how vital the intensive communication
characterized by a sense of partnership between the ministerial level/network agency and the
district level is. Furthermore it became evident that external moderation is very helpful for making
these processes work, particularly to avoid inflexible structures and behaviour resulting in
hinderances impairing the project overall.
Due to the successful moderation and the multiple opportunities to communicate with each other
the “forum days” were well-received by all persons involved. Therefore the evaluation carried out by
the “networking agency” involving the moderators and the steering group of the “stay tuned” project
includes the agreement to repeat these “forum days” annually in a similar way. The according funds
in the Berlin state budget for the years 2019/2020 were provided.

How to create awareness for a new institution among the addressees?
The JBA has been an institution in Berlin for three years now. Those responsible for education and
job market experts are well familiar with it by now. However, if the actual addressees – youths
between 16 and 25 – are asked, it turns out that the JBA is not generally present to many of them.
The project’s steering group has therefore decided to have an explanatory video clip focussed on the
addressees created utilizing budget funds. In simple and clear language the video clip explains the
instution in German, Turkish and Arabic. It will be made available via the websites of the Berlin State
Department of Education, the JBA as well as via social media.
This is a new approach as the traditional channels of informing used by the administration are not
utilised. The xx intentionally chose the above-mentioned channels even though not all in-depth
information regarding the JBA can be conveyed immediately. The likelihood that addressing the
target group appropriately will lead them to contacting the JBA on their own is much higher this way.
We are hopeful that fewer youths will terminate their educational careers prematurely this way.
We assume that by leaving the administrations‘ perspective aside and focussing on the needs of the
target group the counselling and support services will be contacted more often.
https://www.jba-berlin.de/home/

Conclusions
It turned out that coordinating the stakeholders within the organisation during the project period
was a considerable challenge. As long as the youths have the status “student”, the costs for them are
carried by the Berlin Senate Department of Education – if they have the status “unemployed”, the
costs must be picked up the Job Agency. Therefore there were issues regarding the status of youths.
Finally, a coordination at the highest political level was necessary to resolve definition issues here.
The political protaganists came to an agreement here within a reasonable period of time as the
public pressure for results was quite high due to the high number of dropouts.
Today it can be stated, that the stakeholders within the project are well established and the process
of supporting the youths in transition is functional. The twelve Jugendberufsagenturen (JBA) reflect
the decentral approach which makes them easily accessible for the youths. The twelve JBAs are well
connected amongst each other, the website is an easily accessible gateway to them. A relaunch of
the website to make it more user-friendly and orientated the needs and taste of the youths was
achieved within the project period.
An analysis of the counselling activities in one Berlin district showed that the counselling resulted in a
considerably lower rate of dropouts of the students completing 10th grade.
The analysis regarding the target group’s situation and needs is supported by the work of the JBAs
and the BSO teams. These BSO teams are comprised of one teacher from a general education school
(here: ISS), a teacher from a vocational school and a counsellor from the Job Agency. This approach
combines three perspectives and the joint expertise has proven useful for guiding the youths. An
initial challenge was to motivate the representatives from the vocational training sector not to
promote their particular school but rather take a broad focus regarding the many fields of training on
offer in Berlin.
Overall it can be stated that the approach has been successful and will be retained and further
optimised – based on the evaluation of the data at hand. The political leadership has understood,
that such a complex system cannot be altered short-term from the ground up, that 2 years is not
enough to completely change the approach. An increase of personnel for this work is being
discussed. However, it is questionable if this increase of personnel will ultimately be granted.

